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**Research relevance:** Pragmatic characteristics of the English language as a global phenomenon require further studies. There is a need to address problems of pragmatic employment and functioning of international lexicon in the Russian language due to the absence of profound linguistic research in this area.

**Purpose:** outlining basic characteristics of international lexicon of English origin and studying its pragmatic realization in the Russian language.

**Tasks:** identification of properties of the English language as a global phenomenon conducive to the spread of international lexicon stemming from English. Defining major spheres of incorporation of this lexicon in the Russian language. Establishing an extent of realization of a pragmatic component of the lexicon in the Russian language.

**Theoretical and practical significance:** Theoretical significance of this paper consists in developing the theory of linguistic contacts in terms of cross-cultural communication relevance, in outlining not only systemic language characteristics of English borrowings, but also communicative-pragmatic ones which stem from the ubiquitous nature of the English language.

In practical terms this paper enables utilizing its results in further research of basic properties of the English language coupled with the study of changes in the Russian language vocabulary at a present-day developmental stage. The results in question can also be applied in lecture courses and practical classes in English lexicology.

**Results of the research:**
Dual global influence of the English language: on the one hand the globalization of English has its never-ending impact on the development of other languages, on the other the English language itself draws on their vocabularies and other trends thus also undergoing changes. The current trend is that English turns into some sort of Latin of the new era. The Russian language is currently affected by a great number of borrowings from the English language which are becoming an integral part of other languages, thus acquiring features of truly international words.